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Dad: What are three choices that you will make today?
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Child: (Answer) What’s the best choice you’ve ever
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Child: (Answer) What’s the best choice you’ve ever

made?

Dad: The best choice I’ve ever made was

_________ because ___________. But I’ve made
bad choices too, like _________. When have you
made a bad choice?

Child: (Answer) What did you learn from your bad
choices?

Dad: I’ve learned _________. Every choice has a

consequence—good or bad. What happened when
you made a bad choice?

made?
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consequence—good or bad. What happened when
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Child: (Answer) How can I make good choices?
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Dad: What matters most is ___________. Think
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about what will happen after you make your choice.
Will it be good or bad? You’re responsible for your
consequences. But I’m always here to help you learn
to make good choices.

H UD D L E U P :

Include your kid(s) in making
some decisions this month—
explaining any values, reasons,
consequences, or options.
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